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23/01/2023 Special Situations: Carvana tax maneuvers draw attention to $1.6B TRA asset that could give
Garcias leverage in potential restructuring

Related Documents:

Tax Receivable Agreement

CreditSights report

The controlling shareholders of Carvana are sitting on a valuable tax asset that could be
critical for creditors to address in any restructuring, according to experts and sources
interviewed by LFI. 

The asset, a Tax Receivable Agreement, or TRA, was created at the time of the April 2017 IPO
when the private partnership LLC owned by the Garcia family and associates was designated
a subsidiary under the public company now known as Carvana. When Carvana announced its t
ax asset preservation plan last week, it didn’t mention the TRA. However, CreditSights notes
that the company’s recent actions are a possible harbinger of attempts to “ringfence pockets of
value,” and Carvana’s TRA -- worth upward of $1.6 billion -- could give its owners negotiating
leverage in the context of a bankruptcy. 

TRAs retain ‘benefits of both worlds’ for private companies going public

TRAs are becoming increasingly common, with more than 75 TRAs created in 2021 versus
fewer than 15 in 2015, according to a 2022 white paper by Parallaxes Capital, an alternative
asset manager with a unique strategy dedicated to monetizing TRAs. 

Pre-IPO business owners can benefit from cash tax savings through a TRA when a company is
taken public in an umbrella corporation (Up-C) structure, Parallaxes Founder and CIO Andy
Lee and General Counsel Saish Setty told LFI in an interview. 

“You have a company structured as a pass-through vehicle like an LLC, and it’s a more tax
efficient structure to the owners,” said Setty. “But if you want to be a public company, if you
convert from pass-through to corporate, you get the benefits of being public but lose the pass-
through benefits.”  

To retain those tax benefits, ownership can create an Up-C that goes public as a parent
company with the pre-public LLC entity structured as its subsidiary. The legacy owners then
maintain the right, through a TRA, to receive a portion of the tax savings the public company
will get when those units are exchanged for common shares. 

“The Up-C structure allows you to have the benefits of both worlds,” Setty said. “And the
structure allows pre-IPO owners to maintain the benefits of pass-through taxation but access
public market liquidity when they exchange the LLC units for stock of the corporation.” 

That exchange of units in the LLC for publicly traded stock creates basis step-ups that can be
amortized or depreciated over time, which creates tax benefits that generate cash savings at a
corporate level, Setty said. And all the TRA does is kick back a portion of the tax benefits -- in
Carvana’s case 85%, which is typical, according to experts -- from the corporation to pre-IPO
owners. 

TRAs could potentially wind up becoming a bargaining chip. If there is a bankruptcy filing and
the TRA is rejected in the filing, then the obligations are accelerated in a bankruptcy and create
a claim, according to Setty and Lee. 

There is some precedent for a TRA being converted into equity in a bankruptcy, as was the
case in Rosehill Resources (docket here). In that case, according to the restructuring agreeme
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nt, holders of the claims under the TRA received their pro rata share of 4.08% of the common
equity of the reorganized company. 

Carvana’s TRA value 

Specifically with respect to Carvana, according to Lee, the TRA could indeed be utilized as
another claim as part of the Garcias' overall arsenal to improve their recoveries. 

The Garcia family, mainly Ernest Garcia III and his father Ernest Garcia II, still holds about 90%
of the voting power over the company via their class B shares and LLC units, and controls the
direction the company will go in its restructuring negotiations with creditors. In its third-quarter
results, Carvana disclosed as of Sept. 30, the total unrecorded TRA liability stood at $1.6
billion, an amount, according to experts, that could be an unsecured claim in bankruptcy pari
with other unsecured claims. That could pose recovery dilution for holders of $2.6 billion in
unsecured bonds. Meanwhile, a subset of those holders (nearing 70% of the total outstanding,
according to sources) has organized in an Apollo-led group currently operating under a
cooperation agreement to negotiate as one. The agreement runs through June. 

From a strategic standpoint, the TRA is a prime asset for the Garcia’s to weaponize during
Chapter 11 plan negotiations, Columbia Business School lecturer and tax expert Robert Willen
s tells LFI. 

“[O]wners of the TRA are creditors, and they should be entitled to a share of the equity pool in
a chapter 11 if the restructuring features a massive reissuance of equity to the creditors,” said
Willens. 

TRA League Tables

According to the original forms from 2017, Kirkland & Ellis was Carvana’s counsel listed on the
TRA forms, a growing practice for a firm known for its restructuring team. According to
Parallaxes’ inaugural league tables, in 2020 and 2021 alone, Kirkland and Latham & Watkins
are the top law firms representing issuers structuring TRAs, with 16 and 15 representations,
respectively, each ahead of third place Paul Weiss, which represented five. On the
underwriters side, Davis Polk and again Latham are similarly dominant, with 14 and 13
representations each, ahead of third place firms Ropes & Gray and Simpson Thacher with four
each. Parallaxes said their league tables are based on public information and are verified with
industry participants. 

Kirkland is now Carvana’s restructuring counsel. 
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CreditSights and LevFin Insights have teamed up to launch a combined Special
Situations news and research product. To access the beta, for existing CreditSights
users, access is already available HERE. For non-CreditSights users, click HERE to
request a trial.

The product continues to incorporate our proprietary docket technology PacerMonitor.
Click HERE to enable your account. 
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